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About This Game

Elliott is paralyzed by doubt. Tomorrow he must go to Emma, far, far away from here. But on the eve of his departure, a strange
meeting will change his future.

EMMA is a 20-minute long animated graphic novel for mobile phones and tablets. Available in French, English, and German.
For iOS, Android, PC and Mac.

Discover the unique musical and visual landscape of EMMA in this short and immersive graphic novel.

This graphic novel was shown for the first time at Utopiales, the International Science Fiction Festival in Nantes. This tale is the
first episode in a collection of short, poetic stories currently in development that revolves around EMMA.
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A poetic science fiction short story: A personal story about doubt and the fear of the unknown.

An immersive narrative experience: A dynamic story that unfolds at the user’s pace.

A unique soundtrack: With five original arrangements by Grégoire Pastre.

Captivating character design: Haunting images that blur the line between painting and photography.

A dark and mysterious atmosphere: A universe of sound and visual effects that enhances the story.
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Title: EMMA The Story
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hiver Prod
Publisher:
Plug In Digital, Cinétévé Experience
Release Date: 24 May, 2018
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English,French,German
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Honestly I wished I never played this one. I'm a huge fan of the series and I own all the books. Needless to say it didn't feel like
Myst I know and love. The graphics were a joke, not that big of a deal to me. It was the story that got me over all. It didn't fit to
the whole linking to other worlds via books. Instead you use some kind of tablets or something and draw on them? And the plot
was a joke. Hell even the overall look of Dni and how it's been described in every text just didn't seem to fit. I get what they
wanted to do they just did it so horribly it ruined it for me. Like seriously just stop at Myst 4 don't play this one.. Ok... here we
go...

I wrote a very long twitch thread to the developers regarding this title. The things that I can say that are positive:

1) I'm glad the announcer is back
2) The recoil control feels really, really good. It's erratic in a good way.

The bad:

1) They missed the boat on the character customization aspect by a mile. They needed to be WAY more over-the-top with the
outfits and craziiness that would be this type of a game show.
2) They missed out on the gameshow feel of the game completely. The only thing that even makes it feel remotely like a
gameshow is the starting area. After that, you're in a typical battle arena.
3) ADSing feels totally off. The iron sights are too large, the accuracy of the guns don't have projectiles that travel where you're
aiming when ADSing
4) Chracter models lack fluidity of movement and feel "tight" both when running/moving in general and when using melee
weapons.
5) There is no tactical movement of any kind. You cannot peak/lean, you cannot switch gun/reticle OTS sides.
6) You cannot effectively bind meds and stims to a hotkey, which forces you to go to the inventory to use them.
7) Point shooting is impossible. You must ADS to be even remotely accurate and even then it's bad.
8) The icons and inventory slot artwork for the weapons and attachments look like they were pulled from a clipart book, and
while the colors of the attachments, ammo, and cartoonish outlines of the weapons in your inventory help to easily differentiate
between which parts work with what gun, the overall feel is both uninspired and ... cringey.
9) There are no vehicles. 20 km sq. playing field and you have to jog the entire thing.
10) Culling 1's crafting system no longer exists. The tactical play no longer exists. The factor of fending for your life no longer
exists in the same way.
11) The optics and how they appear when ADSing look exactly the same as the pubg modelling, just worse
12) For a title that was built in UE4, the graphical quality of the game feels like something from the Playstation 3 era and lacks
the feel of a title release of 2018 that's supposed to render at a quality demanded by the current BR gaming climate.
13) The announcer can only be heard at the poison gas border. He lacks dynamic capacity. In short, he's ♥♥♥♥in boring and
should be much more active and prominent in the game.
14) The gameshow feeling leaves you as soon as the round starts. There are no wheels to spin for extra loot, no random cash
drops, no "prizes" to win randomly throughout the map.
15) Bugs such as dropping a loaded weapon on the ground and picking it back up suddenly means the gun doesn't have any
ammo in it, so you must reload it from scratch are very, very annoying.

The rise and subsequent demise/bankruptcy of Radical Heights left us with two things: 1) You can still make a BR game that's
different, funny, and fun to play. 2) A void that could've been filled by this game had it been made right.

The culling 2 failed at the 2nd one on that list above. I've requested a steam refund, and anyone and everyone that has purchased
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this game should do the same.. While many compare this game to Game Dev Tycoon, I think it is completely unlike GDT, with
only the graphics being comparable.

GamersGoMakers has a wide array of stats that you can change up in a game to make the difference between a hit and a miss
for your game. While each genre has a few "needs" that require more than average attention, it's fun seeing the difference in
points makes. For example, when I focus on Level Design for my racing game, the review compliments the good track design,
and when I don't it criticizes the track design.

Your company has a huge effect on the game industry as well. When you release a very good game on a system when you have a
lot of fans, you'll see a noticeable market share increase on the system you released the game on. For example, the relatively
unpopular Ninfendo Gamecube actually outsold the Playsensation handily by my release of "Tatris" my totally awesome and
original game.

Overall, it's a lot more difficult to have a easy "formula" like GDT had (heck, it even has a calculator). If you are interested in
this game, be prepared for failure, because this game is as harsh as the real game industry!. YANKAI'S PEAK is about a four-
hour long puzzle game by Kenny Sun, creator of Circa Infinity and Yankai's Triangle (the latter of which being the "twin" to this
game).

Incidentally, I managed to get through the first part without completely wrapping my head around how the push mechanics work
- not because the puzzles are too easy, but because of the complexity of the push mechanics. I got familiar with these mechanics
indirectly, trying different directions and finding what movements can get me to a similar position with ideal results; however, I
never got a completely solid grasp on moving, no visual image, only knowing that something would work. A different part of my
mind, an unfamiliar one, solved these puzzles.

Comparing this to Sokoban, movement IS the puzzle, but the complexity of movement makes it an entirely different puzzle. In
127 stages, the game accomplishes everything it needs to say; no filler, no stages that seem entirely worthless to include present
themselves in the game, and if they are, they take seconds.

The level select screen (which also moves around like a puzzle) is divided into "parts", with a more open-world feeling -
allowing you to go into the puzzles blocking your way to learn mechanics, or clear more for the next part. You do need to beat
everything to get to the end, but you can go back whenever you like.

Most of the graphics are configurable, to my enjoyment, as pressing ctrl+x in Yankai's Triangle wasn't the most fun experience.
Disabling blur was all I needed to get 60fps on my potato. There's also some extra effects, if you want them.

Understandably, this game connects to its twin and has some slightly unsettling ambience in some parts. I think I eventually got a
bit tired of those ones, but the calming ones caught on (especially the first and last sections). Intro and end tracks are great.

Overall, I loved it.

(Side note: The intro was silly. Never realized how many names end in -enny, though.). Neat game, like spectating a Stellaris
match.. The game where I hate the BOT opponent.

 PROS:

 - Art Style
 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS:

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page . pixelated game, noice. You spend hundred of hours fighting the Russians on
the East front...
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And what happens???

These God damned Heroes open a new front in the West!!!. Brilliant, very very clever, one of the best VR games I've played.
As others say, go in blind, don't look anything up if you get stuck or wonder what you're doing, just play it.
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Edit 05\/04\/2015

After listening to them for a while, they've kinda grown on me. Yeah, they're alright. The original is still better though.. As in
the description The Elite Units of the East DLC adds 12 new elite units to the Maratha and Ottoman factions. A greater variety
of available units is always welcome. If you like one of these factions you'll love this add-on.. As modern point and click
adventure games go, this one is fairly decent. It's not a mind-blowing experience by any means, but it's definitely not bad either.
You play as a guy named Robert who finds himself thrust into a quest to save the world (naturally). Robert is a very naive and
unassuming sort of fella, so a lot of the plot and humor centers around his clueless innocence. The story and dialogue is fairly
good for the most part, in turns charming, funny and dark. The voice acting is hit or miss, though - mostly it is decent, but a few
lines here and there are inexplicably bad (wrong pronunciations, improper emphasis of words, etc). Mechanically, the game also
has its ups and downs. Being a point and click game, you would think that the pointing and clicking would be spot-on, but that's
not always the case. Sometimes you can't click on things that you should be able to click (though it usually fixes itself in a
second or two). Additionally, half of the achievements don't seem to be working properly. However, the developers have started
to release patches to fix some of these problems, so a lot of these things may not be issues in the future. Regardless, none of
these faults are deal breakers by any means, anyways.

The puzzles are fairly standard in adventure game terms. You basically just go around talking to people, picking up objects, and
using those objects (or combinations thereof) to solve puzzles and progress further. Thankfully, none of the solutions are overly
ridiculous or unintuitive (as is the case with many adventure games), though you will need to really think some stuff through
from time to time. Apparently there is also a help system in place if you need it (which I didn't even realize until after finishing
the game), so you probably won't ever get stuck for long, if you even get stuck at all. The game is divided into 5 chapters, each
of which consists of a self-contained series of puzzles that take place on 3 or 4 "screens". Playtime is probably around 7-8 hours
or so, give or take. So keep that in mind in terms of how much you are willing to pay. All in all, the game is pretty good. As I
said earlier, it is nothing mind-blowing for the genre, but it's a nice experience while it lasts. Probably the worst thing I could say
about it (aside from the minor glitches noted above) is that the pacing is very slow. The dialogue in particular seems like it takes
foreeeeeeeever sometimes, especially with a main character who is so low-key and slow. The pace may test your patience at
times. But if you don't mind that and are into classic adventure games, this is probably worth a look at some point. I would
probably recommend waiting for a sale, though, unless you are hardcore into adventure games and need something new to play
now.. This game is amazzing right up there with all the best ones like silent hill and resident evil MUST BUY for any horror
FAN peace.. Amazing game!!!
It is somemuch fun to play this game!!!. More less the same stuff as the last 2 volumes so if you liked those then pick up vol. 3..
Beautiful art.

Boring fights.

I think the music is good, but it's hard to tell. The fights are over in <10 seconds. Either you win or you die in that time.

I got to the final fight (Soul of the Titan Soul), played it 10 times, got bored and just watched it on youtube before uninstalling.

With such simple mechanics (dodge\/shoot), some of the fights rely on pure luck. The legendary knight fight was at first
exciting, until I realized how to kill him. His arrow randomly lands around the room, often off screen and often far from the
knight. So you must shoot this arrow, then him, in a tiny window span you cannot control for.

I like boss rushes. Furi is one of my favorite games, a that game allows skill expression. Titan Soul not so much.. This is an
extremilly bad rendition of the famous originals.
They should be completely ashamed of themselves and all records of this "game" should be destroyed and all those responsable
for adding the name cannon fodder to it should executed for treason!

Camera\/navigation is awkward, moving the mouse sligtly can make the game camera jump suddenly and far enough to make
targeting nearly impossible. the once legendary humour of this series now looks like it should appear on a childrens show for 5
year olds, the music doesn't match the game and even the cinamatic intro is enought to enduce vomiting.. Such a fun party game
to play with friends! Well worth the price.
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